The part I and the part II of the paper refer to a critical survey on significant results available in the literature for identification of systems, linear in the present part and nonlinear in the following one. The most important trends in identification approaches to linear systems are from the development of optimal projection equations, which are argued by the complexity of numerical calculations and of practical applications.
Lemma 3. If the model is a minimal realization of the system, then there exists also a minimal realization for its model inverse.
Derivation of the input error

With the use of model inverse
Assume that an AM is in parallel with a system. As parameters and order of AM are different from those of the system, for ensuring the output of the model to be matched with that of the system, AM should have a requested input different from the system input signal. Discrepancy between AM and the system is reflected at the input side of the system in term in terms of difference of two input signals. This difference between the two inputs is referred to as an input error.
Assume that a linear, continuous time system having input vector u(t) and output vector y(t)
is modeled by the use of eqn. (2.1). By the definition 1, for the model there exists a model inverse described by: where superscript "0" on parameters means that the parameters are to be estimated. If the order and parameters of the model inverse are known, then it follows an AM, from definitions 1 and 3. Considering the coefficients of zero derivatives of the requested inputs be 1, the requested signal at the k-th input of AM is obtained: 
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t) = u(t) -u(t),
where e, (t) = [ei l (t), ... , eip (t) f, u( t) = [U1 (t), ... , Up (t) f and u( t) = [ut{ t), ... , up( t) f. Whenever the system is described in the state variable space, then in the same description is used for an AM inverse whose response is also considered to be the requested input to an associated AM. If system response is considered to be the input of the AM inverse, which has time invariant Prrameters, then the input error vector becomes [36,p. 
(t).
However, if an AM is used, then the input error can be seen to be a vector of signals actuating AM in addition to the system input signals and the input error can be defined by employing an convolution operator.
.
With the use of convolution operator
The output of a system and that of an AM described by integral convolution are matched [36, p. 29] ' giving rise to the input error in an expression:
where H+(t -7) is the pseudo inverse of impulse response matrix of a bounded input bounded output AM.
The expression related to the input error using convolution summation is:
(4.6) k=O k=O
The exists also a methodfor determination of input error by employing the factorization theory [58, p. 82]. In this method, a transformation on the basis of an assumed model is made for interchanging the roles of its terminals. The requested input to AM is obtainable. The transformation method has however been pointed out to have the effect same as that of the use of a model inverse.
On stochastic input error and optimization processes
Stochastic input error
Depending upon the structure of the model inverse, its transfer function for the stochastic part Gn (s) has different forms and corresponding to which different criterion would be considered for the optimization purpose. The formula for determining stochastic input error for single input single output case is [36, 39] :
where superscript "*,, and <e-1» stand for measured values and inverse operation respectively, (s)
is meant in Laplace domain, .c and LD. are denoted for Laplace and linear dynamical operator resp ectively. .7) imply that the deviation {U* (s) -U~(s)} of the system input U* (s) from its deterministic behaviour U~(s) may be seen due to a white noise w* (t) operated upon a system consisting of LD operator and G~(s).
Optimization processes
An optimization approach to the identification for systems described in differential equations has been developed and through the development has been shown advantages of the input error methods over the other error methods [37, 39] with regards to parameter estimation and order reduction for models.
Different important aspects of system identification problem have also been considered for the case of input error method. Some can be cited for examples as a general treatment of noise measurements contaminated from different sources [39] ' equivalence between the effect of a transformation to get noise free data and that of IV technique [39, 41] ' recursive process of solution [39] ' an ill-conditioned problem for high noise sensitive data in estimation process [41] and a discrete mechanism for processing continuous time models [40] ' etc.
It should be addressed that with models described by differential equations there exists permanent two factors giving rise to troublesome in obtaining bias free estimate. Most influential one is of noise contaminated input/output measurements supplied by LD operator, the other is of initiating to high sensitive data including also rounding off number in estimation algorithm. Choice of a suitable estimation algorithm is not out of capability of escaping high sensitive data but LD.
OPTIMAL PROJECTION EQUATIONS (OPEQ)
On the input error
A few work has been so far reported in literature on estimating parameters for models in the state variable description on the basics of model adaptation using stability [42, 43] . However, the model adaptation method faces many difficulties with regards to the law for adaptation, which is rather arbitrary chosen from an error differential equations, in one side also to the applicability to complex systems on the other side. Further, model adaptation method does not enjoy the advantage of bias free estimates of IV method, satisfying a lot of adaptation rules meanwhile.
From the idea same as the way how normally human brain dealing with the case of incomplete (inexact or missed) information, methods based on fuzzy logic and neural network theory [17] [18] [19] have been developed for identifying systems incapable of getting complete information. Although, fuzzy methods are found yet to be successfully applicable to complex system in respect to a close approximation for high order systems and to an amount of calculation concern where the number of fuzzy (conditional) rules required to be set up is high. However, each of the soft computing components can be seen to be a numerical model free estimator and on which each method based has got various advantages with regards to identification of nonlinear dynamic or uncertainty or distributed systems etc., where the system knowledge are difficult incorporating all together in the form of mathematical expressions [17, 19] in one side and high complexity in realizing them in the other side. Both the mentioned, adaptation and soft computing based approaches can be further extended for accommodating OPEQ, undoubtedly.
The input error concept has been exploited for the identification of system modeled in state variable space for both known and unknown order cases. It has been observed that due to the existence of an optimal projection matrix (OPM), the first order necessary conditions for the optimality are able to be expressed in the form of OPEQ. In OPEQ, the parameters for model of full or reduced order are in terms of OPM components on satisfying a rank condition and different modified Lyapunov equations. Herewith, the problem of order determination for models has been also considered [36] . The system identification problem is found to switch over to that of development of suitable algorithm for finding controllability and observability anagramians or pseudo ones [36] from OPEQ. It has been shown that the approach is applicable to any form of the system input signals in a hand, in the other hand, LD are not required for supplying measurements of time derivatives of signals from either side of the system. Thus, the system identification problem which so far has been considered be an experimental process, becomes applicable to practice reality. Moreover, the question of noise intercepting on LD hence does not arise, leading to a possibility of bias free estimates [36,44 -47] .
Interest in most cases of system theory is on jointly controllable/observable part of the system. The rest two parts, i.e., uncontrollable and unobservable parts of the system can be made to be controllable/observable jointly, using standard linear quadratic Gaussial theory [52,58] while looping the system. The identification for system in the closed loop is not exactly the same as that for controllable/observable jointly part of the system. However, the idea of considering a problem of order reduction to be the one of parameter estimation applicable to a misorder case has seen to be valid irrespective of the model description and loop-wise configuration. This enables one to cover on both loop-wise configuration of the present meaning for system identification with the development of OPEQ for parameter estimation of unknown order models and OPEQ for order reduction of system in a closed loop configuration [38, 48] . With respect to which, the preserve of existing optimal control strategy to the system and the guarantee of matching on the output side are the aims to be achieved. Two modes (open and closed mode) of treatments have been proposed [36, 38] and 0 PEQ for the order reduction of system in closed loop configuration are resulted different from two modes of treatment [38] . A higher complex, with respect to the development of computing algorithm, has been found with the closed loop mode of treatment.
In the context of uniqueness of the system identification, OPEQ are found to provide an additional constrained condition to the. L2 optimization problem. This additional condition is resulted from the effect of coupling among equations in the relevant OPEQ. Further, OPEQ are found to be well accommodated with as much as available constraint conditions. There still exists, however, an important aspect of the system identification with regards to parsimony principle, i.e., hierarchical. structure for models [14, 15] . However, it has been shown through analyzing optimum property [46] that for the case of state variable description both models of full and lower order are optimized with respect to the actual system. This is due to the fact that in augmented system consisting of an AM, full order and reduced order model, there exist three mutual coupled each to other optimal projection matrices and owning their roles, the parsimony principle holds [36, 46] .
However, it should address that a high complexity of mathematics has been involved in the development of OPEQ and for these equations a fairly complex algorithm would arise due to the coupling event. For the solvability of OPEQ, some more assumptions (very often, the internally balanced conditions are used) on the system are to be adopted for decoupling the equations. The complexity is resulted from the fact that the optimization has been performed with respect to the parameters and that with respect to the states has been obtained as a by-product. This complexity has been shown to be overcome by adopting the concept of state optimization to the system identification problem.
On state optimization' processes a. Basics of state optimization method
It has been observed that for an output function, the variables, i.e., the states and parameters, are inherently nonseparable between them. Then the questions have been arisen as follows.
For two models of order n and order m subjecting to the same excitation in the state variable description: Proof details can be found in [36, 47] . However, it is worthwhile to address that with the conditions mentioned in the lemma the weighted least square criterion on the output error: In regard to the use of partial isometry concept for developing simpler form of the OPEQ, another lemma has been proposed, of which the detail proof is also available in [36, For the open loop thinking case, the OPEQ often consist of three equations, one for the parameters and the other two are of the standard like form Lyapunov equation. Simplicity in the form of OPEQ is resulted from the effect of factorizing the relevant nonsimilarity transformation in term of a partial isometry. As it has been shown [37, 48] that the effect of coupling amongst the equations in OPEQ is equivalent to that of an additional constrained condition to the L2 criterion in the optimality problem. An other additional constrained condition has been obtained from the decoupling those coupled ones owing the factorization effect. where V 1 = E(.uu T ), R:!. is weighted matrix in the~~~~rion for order reduction.
Few typical results for the open loop thinking problems
The converse theorem along with their proofs are available in [47] . Due to the nature of a, which is no longer as obtained by adopting the input error method, two modified Lyapunov equations (5.13) and (5.14) have been transferred into the standard like form. However, an important advantage of the state optimization method is that the method permits one to preserve the physical significance of the modeled states into the reduced states. It is mentioned hereby that the results for robustness of modeling problem are also available in details in [36, 47] .
With regard to the closed loop thinking case, it has been observed that there exist three transformation, two are nonsimilarity between the two state vectors, and between output and state vector the third one is similarity between the two output vectors. Like in the open loop thinking case, out of an equation for parameters, the OPEQ usually consist of two other: equations. They are of the standard like form of Lyapunov equations, excepting the case where a compensation is required. In such cases, OPEQ may consist of three (like in a dynamical compensation) or four (like in an order reduction for controller) conditional equations. Amongst which two are Lyapunov like form equations having the responsibility for the reduction operation and the other one or two are of Riccati like form depending upon the requirement of compensation [48, 49] .
Few typical results for the closed loop thinking problems
Theorem 3. For a linear n-th order time invariant parameters system there exist full row rank matrices K E R exn and L E Rqex q , qe ::; q, such that optimal parameters of a state estimator of order e are given by: Proofs of the theorem and its converse are available in [36, 48] . However, it may address that after some mathematical manipulations the closed loop thinking problem becomes an open loop one and the result obtained for order reduction of model can be adopted. Further, optimal reduced order state estimation has been turned to that of unregulated system. If some certain assumptions are made, the problem is turned out dealing with the order reduction for dynamic compensation. In such a case, the maximum value assignable to e is n. From the equation used for the implementation of full order state estimator (usually known as state observer)' corresponding to the optimal parameters, it is seen that there exists an error, which is referred to the input side and is arisen due to nonsimilarity transformation. 
